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LOT #

Lot will be added prior to the start of the auction and is sold to
benefit St. Jude Children's Hospital.

ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Two pieces of vintage art glass including a perfume atomizer and
mirrored crystal paperweight. Neither piece is signed.  The perfume
bottle stands 5" tall. Lot is sold to benefit the American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

VINTAGE PERFUME & PAPERWEIGHT -- ASPCA
CHARITY LOT

3

Vintage Morgantown stemware in their ruby "Golf Ball" pattern.
Includes ten liquor cocktail glasses (4-1/8" tall) and three
champagne/tall sherbet glasses (4-7/8" tall). Lot is sold to benefit
CASA for Children.

MORGANTOWN "GOLF BALL RUBY" STEMWARE --
CASA LOT

4

Over three pounds of antique and vintage buttons in a wide variety
of styles, sizes, and colors.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE BUTTONS5

Assorted antique printing supplies including a box stenciled "None
Such Printing Press," roller, stamps, a box of type font, small hand
press, and more. The box has dove-tailed corners and measures
4-1/2" tall x 10" wide x 4-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE PRINTING PRESS & MORE6

Includes a brass desk set with two inkwells with glass inserts, a
pair of purple pressed glass double inkwells manufactured by
Cado, a dip pen with wooden body, cork grip, and broken nib, and
a small cast iron adjustable stamp with tiny typeset blocks. The
brass desk set measures approximately 3" tall x 8-1/4" long x 4-3/4"
wide.

ANTIQUE INKWELLS & MORE7

Antique book lists businesses in Detroit, Michigan in 1877. It has
separated from the cover and some pages, but otherwise has nice
bold pages with clear graphics and text.

1877 BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF DETROIT8

Four antique cast iron sad irons - three with wooden handles and
one with twisted wrought iron handle. Longest measures 10" long.

FOUR ANTIQUE SAD IRONS9

Five antique cast iron sad irons in assorted sizes and a variety of
makers. Each measures approximately 5" tall.

FIVE ANTIQUE SAD IRONS10

LOT #

Three pieces of vintage cut glass including an 11" lidded jar, a 4"
bowl, and a 9" covered jar. All appear to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE CUT GLASS11

Circa 1940s Pantry Parade pottery tomato ware includes 8" cookie
jar, pitcher, teapot, creamer, sugar, lidded jars, and more. Set
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE PANTRY PARADE TOMATO WARE12

Four antique kitchen items including a green glass reamer, a blue
Delphite reamer, a soap dispenser with green glass jar embossed
"White King, Washes Everything," and a green glass 16 ounce
mixer measuring 10-1/2" tall.

DEPRESSION ERA KITCHEN ITEMS13

Includes five antique silhouettes featuring cats, people, and one
advertising Van Denburgh Motors Storage. Pictures range in size
from 4" x 5" to 7" x 5".

GROUP OF ANTIQUE SILHOUETTES14

Bottle stands approximately 6" to the top of the stopper. It does not
appear to be signed.

VINTAGE COBALT BLUE GLASS BARBER BOTTLE15

Three covered refrigerator dishes including two "Made Exclusively
for Westinghouse by The Hall China Co." and one "Made
Exclusively for Montgomery Ward & Co." no. 5119. All appear to be
in nice overall condition.

THREE HALL CHINA CO. REFRIGERATOR DISHES16

Two "Made Exclusively for Montgomery Ward & Co. by The Hall
China Co." lidded refrigerator dishes including a no. 5122 and 5121
measuring 4" x 8" and 3-1/2" x 7". Both appear to be in nice overall
condition.

HALL CHINA CO. REFRIGERATOR DISHES17

Two Hall China Co. blue pitchers including one measuring 5" tall
"Made Exclusively for Westinghouse" (cracked lid) and one
measuring 9" tall "Made Exclusively for Montgomery Ward & Co."
no 5119.

TWO HALL CHINA CO. PITCHERS18

Vintage cobalt blue glass is made by Hazel-Atlas and features
sailboats on the front. Set consists of a 9" pitcher, twelve glasses,
and a jar. One glass is cracked.

VINTAGE HAZEL ATLAS SAILBOAT COBALT
GLASSWARE

19
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Green Depression glass in assorted patterns including a "Cameo
Ballerina (Dancing Girl)" biscuit jar, four "Swirl" plates, "Cubist" salt
& pepper shakers, "Georgian (Lovebirds)" open sugar, "Miss
America" small fruit bowl, celery vase, and more. The cookie jar
stands 7" tall.

GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE20

Includes a yellow "Florentine" 28 oz. pitcher by Hazel-Atlas; pair of
cobalt blue "Chevron" creamers by Hazel-Atlas; and covered sugar
bowl, creamer, small fruit or dessert dish, and 12" oval platter in
green "Doric" by Jeannette. The pitcher stands 7-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE21

Green Depression glass pitcher in the "Floral Poinsettia" pattern
measures 10" tall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

DEPRESSION ERA "FLORAL POINSETTIA" PITCHER22

Antique toy stove is made by Crescent and comes with skillet pans,
coal bucket, irons, scale, and more. It measures 11" tall x 13" wide
x 6" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CRESCENT MINIATURE CAST IRON STOVE23

Large assortment of antique cabinet cards and black and white
photographs including portraits and more.

ANTIQUE BLACK & WHITE CABINET CARDS24

Two antique photo albums containing studio portraits of men,
women and children as well as many mid-19th century
daguerreotypes. Also includes an 8" x 6" 1930s family photo album
with some baby photos.

ANTIQUE PHOTO ALBUMS25

Large assortment of antique cabinet cards and black and white
photographs including portraits and more.

ANTIQUE BLACK & WHITE CABINET CARDS26

Includes a tole painted tin document box and matching octagonal
tray. Both pieces are decorated with stylized roses and leaves. The
box measures 5-1/2" tall x 9" long x 4-1/2" wide and the tray is
8-1/2" long x 6'' wide.

ANTIQUE FOLK ART TOLE WARE27

Antique toy size clothes wringer is stenciled "Gem - American
Wringer Co., New York" with the horse shoe logo. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

PRIMITIVE TOY "GEM" AMERICAN WRINGER28

Two antique coffee grinders including one with red painted wooden
body and cast iron top (8" tall) and the other features dove-tailed
corners and drawer with cast iron bowl on top (10" tall).

TWO PRIMITIVE COFFEE GRINDERS29

Dazey no. 40 butter churn comes complete with wooden paddle
and embossed glass jar. It measures 14-1/2" tall x 6" wide x 6"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

PRIMITIVE 4 QT. DAZEY BUTTER CHURN30

LOT #

Primitive antique coffee grinder is embossed patent date of Oct.
21, '73. It is mounted on a block of wood and measures 11-1/2" tall
x 6-1/2" wide x 6-1/2" deep. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

PRIMITIVE ENTERPRISE NO. 1 COFFEE GRINDER31

Includes four antique tin candle molds. The one-dozen mold
measures 10" tall.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE CANDLE MOLDS32

Danish porcelain goat figure (#466) was designed by artist
Christian Thomsen. It measures approximately 6" tall x 12" long.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN GOAT FIGURINE33

Danish porcelain figure depicts a boy walking to the field with a calf
(#772) and was designed by Christian Thomsen. It stands 6-3/4"
tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN COW FIGURINE34

Danish porcelain figure depicts a boy leading a pig (#848) and was
designed by artist Christian Thomsen. It stands approximately
7-1/4" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN "SWINEHERD"
FIGURINE

35

Includes a vintage Hutschenreuther "Bremen Town Musicians"
figure depicting a donkey, dog, cat, and rooster; rooster & hen pair
(Royal Copenhagen #195); and a rooster with his head up (Royal
Copenhagen #1126). The largest piece stands approximately
7-3/4" tall. Figures appear to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE PORCELAIN FARM ANIMAL FIGURINES36

Two Danish porcelain figurines including a girl with goat (#694) and
Hans Clodhopper riding a goat (#1228). The larger figure stands
approximately 9" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

TWO VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN GOAT
FIGURINES

37

Danish porcelain figure depicts a boy leading two lambs (#627) and
was designed by Christian Thomsen. It stands 7-1/2" tall. Appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN "SHEPHERD"
FIGURINE

38

Includes a bunny with black nose, ears, and feet (Royal
Copenhagen #4676); pair of rabbits sharing some lettuce (Royal
Copenhagen #518); and a small white rabbit (Bing & Grondahl
#1874). The largest figure stands 6-1/4" tall. Figures appear to be
in very nice overall condition.

THREE VINTAGE DANISH PORCELAIN RABBIT
FIGURINES

39

Three Danish porcelain animal figures including a pair of mice
(#521), a sea lion (#1441), and a barking fox (#1475). The largest
stands 5-3/4" tall.

THREE VINTAGE ROYAL COPENHAGEN FIGURINES40
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Service pitcher and two tumblers in the "Coreopsis" hand-painted
floral milk glass pattern by Consolidated Glass Co. The pitcher
measures 9" tall and each drinking glass is 3-3/4" tall. Both appear
to be in very nice overall condition.

1890s CONSOLIDATED "COREOPSIS" PITCHER &
TUMBLER

41

Three pieces of "Coreopsis" hand-painted floral milk glass by
Consolidated Glass Co. Includes an open sugar bowl, small dish,
and biscuit jar. The largest piece stands 7" tall. There is a little
roughness inside the rim of the lid to the biscuit jar, otherwise the
pieces appear to be in nice condition.

1890s CONSOLIDATED "COREOPSIS" GLASSWARE42

Two pieces of "Coreopsis" hand-painted floral milk glass by
Consolidated Glass Co. Includes a syrup pitcher and a round
covered butter dish. Both appear to be in nice condition, though
there are some chips to the rim of the butter dish lid.

1890s CONSOLIDATED "COREOPSIS" GLASSWARE43

Three pieces of "Coreopsis" hand-painted floral milk glass by
Consolidated Glass Co. Includes a covered sugar bowl and two
cream pitchers. The sugar bowl stands 6-1/4" tall. All appear to be
in nice condition.

1890s CONSOLIDATED "COREOPSIS" GLASSWARE44

Antique wooden bellows features a tole painted cornucopia with
fruit and brass nozzle. It measures 17" long. Appears to be in good
overall condition with some signs of age and use.

19th CENTURY AMERICANA FIREPLACE BELLOWS45

Three pieces of beautifully chased Victorian quadruple plate hollow
ware including two muffineer sugar shakers (one by Aurora and the
other by Meriden) and a Pairpoint #323 floral bright cut teapot. The
largest piece stands 7-1/2" tall.

VICTORIAN SILVERPLATE HOLLOWWARE46

Five pieces of antique blue enameled metal kitchenware including
a Dutch oven, tea kettle, double boiler, baking dish, and a bowl.
The kettle stands 12" tall.

PRIMITIVE BLUE ENAMELWARE47

Five pieces of antique blue enameled kitchenware including a
cooking pot (no lid), coffee pot, and three plates. The pot measures
5-1/2" tall x 9-1/2" across and the coffee pot stands 9-1/2" tall.
Some pieces are pitted and may have holes through the bottom.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE48

Seven pieces of antique blue enameled kitchenware including a
coffee pot, mug, three small bowls, and two cooking pots with lids.
The coffee pot stands 10" tall.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE49

Twelve pieces of antique blue enameled kitchenware including a
coffee pot, milk pitchers, funnel, food mold, mug, bowl, pail, pans,
dipper, and more. The largest piece measures 2-1/2" tall x 16" long
x 10" wide.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE50

LOT #

Three pieces of antique enameled kitchenware including two salt
boxes and a percolating coffee pot. The coffee pot stands
approximately 9-1/2" tall.

PRIMITIVE ENAMELWARE51

Seven pieces of antique blue enameled kitchenware including a
large and small sauce pans, pail, two mugs, and two plates. The
larger pot measures 4-1/2" tall x 10" across. Some pieces are pitted
and may have holes through the bottom.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE52

Four primitive kitchen items including a gray graniteware tea kettle
and mug, black coffee pot, and a wall-mounted no. 94 coffee
grinder by Sun Mfg. Co. The coffee pot stands approximately 9"
tall.

ASSORTED KITCHEN PRIMITIVES53

Antique enameled cast iron balance scale retains most of the
original "Precision" label and comes with seven weights ranging
from 1/2 ounce to 2 pounds. It measures approximately 8" tall x 13"
long and 10-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE PRECISION BALANCE SCALE54

Cast iron and wood bread slicer by Ove Larsen is embossed
"Raadvad." It measures approximately 10" tall x 12-1/2" long x 14"
wide.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE RAADVAD BREAD SLICER55

Six pieces of antique blue enameled kitchenware including a large
canning or stock pot (no lid), smaller cooking pot with lid,
percolating coffee pot, mug, bowl, and plate. The canner measures
11" tall and 16-1/2" wide with the handles.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE56

Three pieces of antique blue enamel ware including a thunder mug,
covered chamber pot bucket, and pail. The largest item measures
approximately 13" to the top of the handle.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE57

Five pieces of primitive blue and white enamelware including
colander, coffee pot, mug, wash basin and bowl. Coffee pot
measures 10-1/2" tall.

PRIMITIVE BLUE & WHITE ENAMELWARE58

Set of four antique stoneware pottery nesting mixing bowls
featuring a water can girl pattern on the outside. They are marked
"166 USA." McCoy and Robinson-Ransbottom made similar bowls.
Bowls range in size from 5" to 10" across.

PRIMITIVE "WATER CAN GIRL" YELLOW WARE MIXING
BOWL

59

Early 1900s antique stoneware pottery batter bowl features a
patterned outside. It measures 5" tall x 12-1/2" across with spout.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE BATTER
BOWL

60
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Circa 1880s stoneware pottery set advertises "Afco Porter Malt
Syrup" and includes a 8-1/2" tall pitcher jug with four mugs.

ANTIQUE AFCO PORTER MALT SYRUP ADVERTISING
SET

61

Antique stoneware pottery rolling pin features turned wood handles.
It measures 14-1/2" in overall length.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE ROLLING PIN62

Antique stoneware pottery mixing bowl features a wide lip and
patterned outside. It measures 6-1/2" tall x 12" across. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE BOWL63

Three 19th century stoneware food molds including two with corn
and one with grapes. Each measures approximately 8" long. All
appear to be in good overall condition with some signs of age.

THREE PRIMITIVE YELLOWWARE POTTERY MOLDS64

Antique butter churn features a stoneware pottery body with
wooden dasher. It measures 14" tall (27" to the top of the handle).
Appears to be in good overall condition with a couple of chips to
the lid.

PRIMITIVE STONEWARE BUTTER CHURN65

Antique stoneware pottery butter churn is incised with "2" and
comes with a wooden dasher. It measures 12" tall (36" to the top of
the handle). Appears to be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE TWO GALLON STONEWARE BUTTER
CHURN

66

Antique yellow stoneware pottery crock is marked "Pacific" on the
front and comes with lid. It measures 11-1/2" tall x 13" across.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

PACIFIC STONEWARE FIVE GALLON LIDDED CROCK67

Primitive stoneware crockery jug features a patriotic eagle on the
front. It measures 15" tall x 10-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE STONEWARE JUG68

Five pieces of antique stoneware pottery including two #10 mixing
bows and #8 low bowl with ring pattern and wide lip as well as two
small pitchers. Largest two bowls measure 10-1/2" across.

ASSORTED PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE69

Four antique stoneware pottery mixing bowls with assorted ring
patterns. Bowls range in size from 5-1/2" to 10-1/2" across.

FOUR PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE BOWLS70

Five antique yellow ware stoneware bowls featuring square lips and
blue accent rings. Some are marked "Oven ware - Made in U.S.A."
in sizes 5, 8, and 10. One is marked "Oven Ware, Watt 9, U.S.A."
Bowls range in size from 5" to 10" across. Appear to be in good
overall condition with some signs of age.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE NESTING BOWLS71

Two antique stoneware pottery mixing bowls. Each measures 5"
tall x 8-1/2" across. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE BOWLS72

LOT #

Two antique stoneware pottery mixing bowls with ornate pattern
outside. Larger measures 9-1/4" across and the smaller 7". Both
appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE BOWLS73

Nine primitive stoneware pottery pinch pots in assorted styles and
sizes. Bowls range from 3" to 6" across.

ASSORTED YELLOW WARE STONEWARE PINCH POTS74

Seven pieces of antique yellow ware stoneware pottery in assorted
styles and sizes including bowls and canisters. One is an animal
bowl marked "KITTY" and one is marked "Pacific." Pieces range in
size from 3-1/2" to 7" across.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE POTTERY75

Seven antique stoneware pottery lidded pots and jars in assorted
styles and sizes. One is marked "Duchess Cheese, New York" on
the bottom and another "Laburnum Petal, Grindley, England." Pots
range in size from 2-1/2" to 6" tall.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE LIDDED POTS76

Six pieces of antique stoneware pottery including pitchers, mugs,
and pots. Largest piece measures 7-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE77

Seven pieces of antique stoneware pottery including a 9" cookie
jar, 6" ribbed McCoy vase, jug, bowl and vases.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE POTTERY78

Five antique stoneware pottery pitchers in assorted sizes and
styles. Pitchers range from 3-1/2" to 9" tall.

PRIMITIVE YELLOW WARE STONEWARE PITCHERS79

Seven pieces of antique yellow ware including a lidded casserole,
vegetable bowl, late 1800s Robinson-Ransbottom bowl (with
fracture), plates, tray and more. Largest bowl measures 11" across.

PRIMITIVE STONEWARE POTTERY GROUP80

Seven antique yellow ware pottery bowls and lidded crock in
assorted styles and sizes. One dish is marked
"Robinson-Ramsbottom." Bowls range in size from 6" to 9" across.

PRIMITIVE STONEWARE POTTERY BOWLS81

Antique yellow ware stoneware pottery root beer set is marked
"100% Buckeye Pure" and includes an 8" pitcher with fifteen mugs.
Set appears to be in good overall condition with some signs of age.

PRIMITIVE BUCKEYE POTTERY PITCHER & MUGS82

Antique yellow ware stoneware pottery root beer set is marked
"100% Buckeye Pure" and includes an 8" pitcher with fourteen
mugs. Set appears to be in good overall condition with some signs
of age.

PRIMITIVE BUCKEYE POTTERY PITCHER & MUGS83

Six antique and vintage white china pitchers by a variety of makers
including Tepco and W.S. George. Jugs range in size from 5" to 8"
tall.

ASSORTED WHITE CHINA PITCHERS84
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Three pieces of antique stoneware property including a 10" bean
pot crock, Maple City Pottery jug, and a vase.

THREE PIECES OF PRIMITIVE STONEWARE85

Includes a 12" stoneware pottery jug with brown glaze top marked
"R.C.P. Co., Akron, O" (Robinson Clay Products) and a lidded
crock measuring 10" tall. Both appear to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE STONEWARE POTTERY CROCKERY86

Nine pieces of vintage dark red cinnabar pottery including four
bowls, teapot, oval platter, two plates, and a small rectangular dish.
Makers include Bauer, Shenango, and Paden City Pottery. Platter
measures 13" long x 10" wide.

VINTAGE RED WARE POTTERY DISHES87

Includes an ironstone china wash set with pitcher and bowl
measuring 15" tall x 15" wide and a chamber pot measuring 6" tall
x 9" wide. Both appear to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE IRONSTONE CHINA88

Four pieces of ironstone and semi-vitreous china including a
spittoon, wash basin, water pitcher and lidded chamber pot. Marks
include "W.S. George Hotel," "The Wm. Brunt Pottery Co.," and
"Wm Adams & Sons." The bowl measures 10-1/4" across.

ASSORTED IRONSTONE CHINA89

Includes two similar heavy stone-like exterior appliques measuring
9-1/2" x 7-1/2". Both appear to be in good condition.

PAIR ARCHITECTURAL APPLIQUES90

Two antique cast iron kitchen items including a no. 7 kettle and a
self-closing match safe manufactured by DM & Co, New Haven
with a patent date of Dec 26, 1864. The kettle stands 8" to the top
of the lid.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON TEA KETTLE & MATCH SAFE91

Two antique cast iron bean pots each with three feet and bail &
wood handles. Larger kettle measures approximately 8-1/2" tall x
12" across. One pot appears to have been repaired at the rim.

TWO ANTIQUE CAST IRON KETTLES92

Three primitive metal farm milk cans including two jugs and a
lidded pail. The larger two stand approximately 20" tall.

ANTIQUE MILK PAILS93

Antique cedar blanket chest features an interior candle box and
turned feet. It measures 24" tall x 34" wide x 19" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

CIRCA 1850s BLANKET CHEST94

19th century walnut barrel back Windsor chair with an antique
modification to turn it into a commode. Chair features a contoured
seat, carved armrests, and spindle back. It measures 35" tall x 26"
wide x 21" deep with a 15" seat. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE WINDSOR COMMODE CHAIR95

LOT #

Antique cedar blanket chest is painted with old red paint and
features an interior candle box. It measures 16" tall x 39" wide x
17" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE IMMIGRANT CHEST96

Antique oak barrel back Windsor chair features a contoured seat
and spindle back. It measures 36" tall x 24" wide x 25" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE WINDSOR CAPTAINS CHAIR97

Antique kerosene oil lamp features a brass base with chimney and
milk glass shade. It measures 20" tall x 11" across and has been
electrified.

ALADDIN MODEL NO. 9 TABLE LAMP98

Antique canning cupboard features three wooden fixed shelves and
retains most of its old gray paint. Cabinet measures 40-1/2" tall x
23" wide x 13-1/2" deep with approximately 8" between each shelf.

PRIMITIVE JELLY CABINET99

Antique oil painting is a portrait of Jerome Bonaparte (youngest
brother of Napoleon I). It is signed "J. Gunerson, 1916 - after
Gilbert Stuart." The canvas is mounted directly to a frame
measuring 37" tall x 25" wide.

ANTIQUE JEROME BONAPARTE OIL ON CANVAS100

Antique blue & white English pottery wash set includes a pitcher,
bowl, and vase in the "Queen" pattern featuring roses. Pieces are
marked "F & S, Burslem." It measures 13" tall x 16-1/2" wide. All
appear to be in nice overall condition.

STAFFORDSHIRE FORD & SONS "QUEEN" WASH SET &
VASE

101

Circa 1920s bird's eye maple chest features five dove-tailed
drawers with wooden knobs and Queen Anne legs. It retains the
original "Northern Furniture Company, Sheboygan, Wis." tag.
Dresser measures 67" tall x 42" wide x 21" deep. Matches the
highboy chest and bed in the following lots. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE BIRD'S EYE MAPLE DRESSER102

Circa 1920s bird's eye maple chest features seven dove-tailed
drawers with wooden knobs and Queen Anne legs. It is stamped
"Northern Furniture Company, Sheboygan, Wis." Bureau measures
49" tall x 32" wide x 19" deep. Matches the dresser and bed in the
preceding and following lots. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE BIRD'S EYE MAPLE HIGH BOY CHEST103

Circa 1920s full/double bed is made of bird's eye maple and comes
complete with wooden side rails. Headboard measures 48" tall;
footboard measures 34" tall; overall measurements of 56" wide x
78" long. Matches the dresser and highboy chest in the preceding
lots. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE BIRD'S EYE MAPLE BED104
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Antique oil painting depicts a cabin in the woods along a river. It is
signed lower right by listed artist Harry Leonard Lopp (Oregon,
1888-1974). Artwork measures 15" tall x 32" wide and is mounted
in a period frame measuring 17-1/2" tall x 34-1/2" wide.

HARRY LEONARD LOPP OIL ON BOARD105

Antique kerosene oil lamp features a green glass font and black
base with chimney and milk glass shade. It measures 19" tall x 6"
across.

ANTIQUE KEROSENE OIL LAMP106

Circa 1870s mahogany chest on chest features eight dove-tailed
drawers and wooden knobs with mother of pearl accent. It
measures 74" tall x 46" wide x 24" deep and comes apart in two
pieces for ease of transport. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CHEST ON CHEST107

Antique oak full/double bed features spoon carvings, carved crest,
and comes complete with wooden rails. Headboard measures 80"
tall; footboard measures 37" tall; overall measurements of 64" wide
x 84" long. One decorative wing is missing on the side rail.

VICTORIAN EASTLAKE OAK BED108

Antique blanket rack measures 32" tall x 24" long x 12" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY QUILT STAND109

Antique quilt rack measures 36" tall x 27" wide x 9" deep. Appears
to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK BLANKET STAND110

Antique kerosene oil lamp features a brass base with chimney and
cranberry opalescent swirl shade. It measures 21" tall x 10" wide
and has been electrified. Base has been repaired.

ANTIQUE KEROSENE OIL LAMP111

Antique oak sectional bookcase consists of four stacking book
units, ogee top, and base with drawer. Barrister's bookcase
measures 66" tall x 34" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK STACKING LAWYER'S BOOKCASE112

Circa 1920s regulator wall clock features a walnut case with carved
horse crest and comes with pendulum. It measures 37" tall x 14"
wide x 6" deep.

ANTIQUE REGULATOR CLOCK113

Antique oil painting depicts Mt. Hood in the background with
running river in the foreground. It is signed lower right "L.A.
Capley." Painting measures 12" tall x 18" wide and is mounted in a
frame measuring 15-1/2" tall x 22" wide.

ANTIQUE PARROT SCHOOL MT. HOOD OIL ON
CANVAS

114

Antique hutch features two fixed wooden shelves behind paneled
doors above and two drawers and a lower cabinet below.
Beadboard panels accent the cupboard front and sides. It

PRIMITIVE FIR CUPBOARD115

LOT #
measures 66" tall x 44" wide x 18" deep and comes apart for ease
of transport.

Vintage chimney cabinet is made of reclaimed pine and features
four shelves. It measures 73" tall x 16" wide x 13" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE STYLE CHIMNEY CUPBOARD116

Antique oil painting on board depicts a riverbank campsite with
Washington's Mt. Rainier in the background. It is signed lower right
by listed Oregon artist Harry Leonard Lopp (American, 1888-1974).
Artwork measures 12" x 24" and is mounted in a period frame
measuring 14" tall x 26" wide.

HARRY LEONARD LOPP MT. RAINIER OIL ON BOARD117

Antique oak secretary features leaf carvings, drop front desk with
writing surface, interior cubbies, four drawers, lower cupboard and
original hardware. It measures 66" tall x 36" wide x 21" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN EASTLAKE DROP FRONT DESK118

Painting depicts tall ships and other boats docked in a port and
shows incredibly fine details. It is signed lower right and attributed
to listed artist G. Lennard Lewis (UK, 1826 - 1913). Painting
measures 6-3/4" x 9" visible and is mounted under glass in a period
frame measuring 14-1/2" tall x 17" wide.

ANTIQUE GEORGE LENNARD LEWIS OIL PAINTING119

Antique oak secretary features a bookcase with five adjustable
wooden shelves behind a glazed door on one side and a beveled
mirror and cylinder roll top desk over three drawers on the other
side. It measures 77" tall x 47" wide x 22" deep. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SIDE-BY-SIDE SECRETARY120

Table features rounded corners and turned gate legs. It measures
28" tall x 44" wide x 17" deep with leaves down (each leaf adds 21"
extending the table to approximately 50" long).

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE121

Primitive antique commode is made of pine and features turned
legs, lower drawer, a void for a basin, and towel bars. It measures
33" tall x 23" wide x 15" deep.

EARLY AMERICAN PINE WASH STAND122

Antique pine commode features a top drawer and two towel bars.
Table measures 32" tall x 29" wide x 17" deep. Shows some water
spots on top, but otherwise is in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN WASH STAND123

Three drawer chest features towel bars on each side. Commode
measures 38" tall x 39" wide x 17" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAPLE WASH STAND124

Antique primitive side table is made of cherry and features a single
drawer. It measures 28-1/2" tall x 19" wide x 16" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN WORK TABLE125
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Early 19th century quarter sawn oak davenport desk features an
original hidden Carrera marble sink under the lift-up desktop and a
water reservoir beneath the back splash. A basin would have been
placed in the cabinet below to catch drain water. Sink is missing
the spout and handle. Desk features a slant top writing surface, five
drawers, and original brass hardware. It measures 40" tall x 30"
wide x 22" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE SHIP CAPTAIN'S MARBLE VANITY126

Antique tea tin advertises Closset & Devers Basket Fire Tea and
features a porcelain knob. Canister measures 12" tall x 10" wide x
11" deep.

ANTIQUE GENERAL STORE TEA BIN127

Antique farm table features a three-plank top, single drawer, and
remnants of the old paint. It stands 30" tall x 46" wide x 29" deep.

PRIMITIVE KITCHEN TABLE128

Includes two antique bentwood rocking chairs marked "Made in
Pennsylvania Penitentiary." Each measures 39" tall x 22" wide x
32" deep. Both appear to be in good overall condition.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE PENNSYLVANIA BENTWOOD
ROCKERS

129

Antique primitive double drop leaf table is made of walnut and
features single dove-tailed drawer and turned legs. It measures 29"
tall x 22" wide x 18-1/2" deep (each leaf adds 9-1/2" extending the
table to approximately 38" long). Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE DOUBLE DROP LEAF SIDE TABLE130

Antique rustic bench features old paint. It measures 18" tall x 48"
wide x 11" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE FARMHOUSE BENCH131

Primitive style farmhouse bench features red painted legs and a
natural wood top. It was manufactured by Northwestern
Pennsylvania custom furniture maker, David Lee Designs. It
measures 18" tall x 36" long x 11" wide.

DAVID LEE DESIGNS BENCH132

Commode features double candle stands, a single drawer with
cove & pin Knapp-joints, and lower cabinet behind two doors. It
measures 38" tall x 32" wide x 15" deep.

ANTIQUE WASH STAND133

Antique kerosene oil lamp features a brass base with chimney and
milk glass shade. It measures 24" tall x 10" across and has been
electrified.

ALADDIN MODEL NO. 8 TABLE LAMP134

Antique wooden side table features a single drawer and tapered
legs. It stands 29" tall x 23" wide x 17-1/2" deep.

PRIMITIVE WALNUT WORK TABLE135

Antique primitive side table is made of Douglas fir and features a
single drawer. It measures 29" tall x 27" wide x 18" deep. Appears
to be in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN WORK TABLE136

LOT #

Antique chair features a bow and turned spindle back with woven
cane seat. It measures 35" tall x 19" wide x 19" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK DINING CHAIR137

Circa 1860 butternut wood wash stand features a lift-top with
original blue painted interior, single dove-tailed drawer, and lower
cupboard. It measures 32" tall x 27" wide x 18" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE LIFT TOP COMMODE138

Circa 1900s table lamp features a bronze base bottom marked
"Rainaud" and comes with a curved, caramel slag glass shade. It
measures 22" tall x 19" wide.

ANTIQUE SLAG GLASS TABLE LAMP139

Antique Emeralite Junior lamp features a brass base with cased
glass shade. Lamp is adjustable and can either be desk top or wall
mount. It measures 11-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE EMERALITE JR. LAMP140

Antique eight day half hour strike mantel clock is in a walnut case
and comes with pendulum and key. It measures 21-1/2" tall x 14"
wide x 5" deep.

ANTIQUE E.N. WELCH SHELF CLOCK141

Antique Ansonia Atlas strike clock is in a mahogany case and
comes with pendulum and key. It measures 19" tall x 12" wide 4"
deep.

ANTIQUE ANSONIA ATLAS SHELF CLOCK142

Antique shelf clock is in a walnut case with reverse decorated door.
It measures 18" tall x 13" wide x 5-1/2" deep. As found - no
pendulum, key or crown.

ANTIQUE SHELF CLOCK143

Beveled mirror is in a walnut frame with burl accents and measures
37" tall x 39" wide.

ANTIQUE WALNUT BURL MIRROR144

Antique school house desk features a cast iron base with fold down
seat. It measures 29" tall x 21" wide x 21" deep. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

ANTIQUE SCHOOL HOUSE DESK145

Circa 1890s oak dresser features a beveled mirror flanking a hat
box and four drawers above a single wide, lower drawer. It
measures 75" tall x 50" wide x 19" deep and separates into three
pieces for ease of transport.

VICTORIAN OAK GENTLEMAN'S DRESSER146

Primitive antique dresser features three drawers, harp mirror, and
rustic painted finish. It measures 69" tall x 39" wide x 20" deep.

RUSTIC ANTIQUE DRESSER147

Antique mirror features an arched top with walnut frame. It
measures 29" tall x 18" wide. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT FRAMED MIRROR148
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Includes an semi-vitreous pitcher marked "K.T. & K." with a
coordinating bowl marked "Johnson Bros. England - Royal
Ironstone China." Pitcher stands 11" tall and the basin measures
15" across. Bowl has a slight chip at the base.

IRONSTONE PITCHER & BOWL149

Small antique chest is made of walnut with a mahogany finish and
features three dove-tailed drawers, wooden knobs, and turned legs.
It measures 37" tall x 30" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT SMALL CHEST150

Circa 1915 oak kitchen pantry features upper cabinets with flour
sifter above a metal pull out work surface and four drawers and
lower cupboard. It bears the original "Hoosier Manufacturing Co."
paper label on the back. Cabinet measures 69" tall x 42" wide x 28"
deep and separates for ease of transport. Appears to be in good
overall condition with some veneer damage to the top and signs of
age and use.

ANTIQUE HOOSIER KITCHEN CUPBOARD151

Step back cupboard features two wooden shelves behind glazed
doors above with two drawers and a single door below. It appears
to be made of cedar and is marked "Hand Crafted by Mill Creek
Furniture." Cabinet is all one piece and measures 77" tall x 28"
wide x 21" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

PRIMITIVE STYLE COUNTRY HUTCH152

Hand-crafted hanging light fixture decoration features horse hames
joined with a horse shoe framing a barn lantern. It measures
approximately 29" tall and 17" wide.

HORSE HAMES HANGING BARN LANTERN153

Two antique copper pieces including a boiler with wooden handles
and lid as well as "Rapid Washer" laundry agitator made by C. T.
Childers. Pot measures 7" tall x 28" wide x 13" deep.

ANTIQUE COPPER BOILER & WASH DOLLY154

Antique wardrobe is made of pine and has been converted into a
gun cabinet. It measures 60" tall x 39" wide x 16" deep.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE CUPBOARD155

Originally part of the Carnegie Library in Wichita, KS (built 1915),
the window is one of 12 panels removed during the 1967 remodel
of the building. One window stayed with the Wichita Historical
Society, a couple were given to individuals, but most now reside in
the Kansas DAR Memorial Chapel in Washington D.C. During a
1990s restoration of the library, the city of Wichita installed
replacement windows which remain in place today. The antique
window is mounted in an oak frame measuring 29" tall x 31-1/4"
wide. Close inspection reveals cracks in two of the blue slag glass
panels, but it shows beautifully.

ANTIQUE SUNFLOWER STAINED GLASS WINDOW156

LOT #

Rustic primitive yarn winder is made of Douglas fir. It measures 25"
tall x 33" wide x 12" deep.

EARLY AMERICAN YARN WINDER157

Antique primitive cupboard features two top drawers, pull-out
breadboard, lower cabinet, and bin drawer. It measures 30" tall x
40" wide x 27" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE PINE POSSUM BELLY KITCHEN WORK
TABLE

158

Antique kitchen cabinet is made of oak with a rich dark color and
features an upper hutch with two shelves behind glass doors and
three drawers as well as three lower drawers, pull-out cutting board
and two possum belly bins. It measures 76" tall x 48" wide x 26"
deep and comes apart into two pieces for ease of transport.
Appears to be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE HOOSIER STYLE KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

159

Primitive wood stool features cut-out handle for easy moving. It
measures 12-1/2" tall x 17" wide x 9-1/2" deep. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CARPENTER'S STOOL160

Circa 1900 Douglas fir cupboard features two fixed shelves behind
glazed doors, two small drawers, and a lower cabinet with a single
shelf behind paneled doors. It measures 73" tall x 42" wide x 18"
deep.

PRIMITIVE FIR KITCHEN CUPBOARD161

Circa 1922 oak kitchen pantry features upper cabinets with original
menu planner and cookbook holder; flour sifter, rotating spice rack,
and sugar bin behind a tambour closure; an enameled pull out work
surface; five drawers; and lower cupboard with pot lid storage rack
and pull-out utility shelves. It bears the original "Hoosier
Manufacturing Co." tag. Cabinet measures 72" tall x 41" wide x 27"
deep and separates for ease of transport. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE HOOSIER KITCHEN CUPBOARD162

Antique wood horse toy appears to be hand painted with velveteen
saddle. It measures 24" tall x 41" long x 5" wide.

ANTIQUE HORSE TEETER TOTTER TOY163

Desk features seven side drawers, a center drawer, pull-out writing
surfaces, and interior drawers and cubbies. Sides and back are
finished and paneled. It measures 46" tall x 60" wide x 32" deep
and separates into five pieces for ease of transport.

ANTIQUE OAK ROLL TOP DESK164

Rolling desk chair features a slat back and contoured seat. It
retains the original "Marbles & Shattuck Chair Company,
Cleveland, Ohio" paper label and measures 34" tall x 28" wide.

ANTIQUE OAK DESK CHAIR165
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Antique floor safe made by "The Security Safe Co., Chicago, Ill's."
It features cast iron wheels with interior cubbies. Safe measures
26" tall x 16" wide x 18" deep and comes with combination.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE "THE SECURITY SAFE CO." FLOOR SAFE166

Antique oak dining table features turned legs with carved apron and
comes with four dining chairs. It measures 30" tall x 48" long x 34"
wide. Includes two unfinished 10" leaves. Set appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK DINING TABLE & CHAIRS167

Large contemporary carpet features red and blue floral design and
measures 9' 9" x 13' 5". Carpet shows small loss of pile in multiple
areas around the perimeter of the rug.

CONTEMPORARY PERSIAN AREA RUG168

Antique oak dining table features a double pedestal base. It
measures 28" tall x 37" wide x 45" long and comes with three 9"
leaves. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK DINING TABLE169

Set of five antique oak dining chairs with faux leather seats. Each
measures 37" tall x 18" wide x 17" deep. All chairs need some
repairs to make them sturdy.

FIVE ANTIQUE OAK DINING CHAIRS170

Antique side table is made of oak and features a lower shelf, barley
twist legs, and glass ball & figural feet. It measures 28" tall x 24"
wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN OAK PARLOR TABLE171

Antique cedar blanket chest features brass hardware and paneled
sides. It measures 27" tall x 53" wide x 25" deep. Appears to be in
nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CEDAR CHEST172

Antique quarter sawn oak child's desk features two dove-tailed
drawers and pull-out writing surface. It measures 26" tall x 36" wide
x 20" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE BUSHONG & COMPANY OAK SCHOOL
HOUSE DESK

173

Antique rustic bench measures 19" tall x 40" wide x 13" deep.
PRIMITIVE FIR FARMHOUSE BENCH174

Wooden floor butter churn features original old paint. It measures
33" tall x 20" wide x 11" deep.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE BUTTER CHURN175

Antique flour or sugar chest is made of pine with tongue in groove
sides. It measures 28" tall x 34" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE PINE FLOUR CHEST176

Antique secretary is made of quarter sawn oak and features a drop
front desk (includes key), beveled mirror, candle shelves, interior
cubbies and lower book shelves. It measures 55" tall x 30" wide x

ANTIQUE OAK DROP FRONT SECRETARY177

LOT #
13" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

Antique two-door pine bookcase features three fixed shelves
behind two glazed doors. Cabinet measures 55" tall x 51" wide x
13" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

PINE BOOKCASE WITH GLASS DOORS178

Antique primitive dry sink is made of pine and features a lower
cabinet and original hardware. It measures 32" tall x 40" wide x 20"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN PINE DRY SINK179

19th century pie cupboard is made of maple and mixed woods with
punched tin doors and sides and three interior shelves. It measures
59" tall x 43" wide x 18" deep. Appears to have had some repairs to
the bottom and the back legs have been replaced. Otherwise this is
in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE PUNCHED TIN PIE SAFE180

Antique spice cabinet is made of pine and features seven drawers.
It measures 10" tall x 9" wide x 3-1/2" deep.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE SPICE CABINET181

Primitive spice cabinet is made of pine and features eight
dove-tailed drawers. It measures 16-1/2" tall x 10-1/2" wide x 5-1/2"
deep.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE SPICE CABINET182

Primitive wall hanging shaving or medicine cabinet features a
beveled mirror, single shelf, and lower drawer. It measures 20" tall
x 12" wide x 5" deep.

ANTIQUE OAK SHAVING CABINET183

Primitive butcher or mercantile paper dispenser/cutter measures
23-1/2" tall x 20" wide x 8" deep.

ANTIQUE GENERAL STORE PAPER CUTTER184

Antique mercantile bean bin is made of oak and features 26
glass-fronted dove-tailed drawers with original hardware. It
measures 23" tall x 62" wide x 22" deep. Though it is intended to sit
on a counter top, the cabinet comes with custom rolling feet.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

GENERAL STORE BEAN COUNTER185

Vintage candelabra style ceiling light features eight arms with
candlestick sockets. Hanging light fixture measures 43" tall x 38"
wide. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BRASS CHANDELIER186

Turn of the century cast iron model 119-57 pot belly stove is
embossed "Sears Roebuck." It measures 27" tall x 17" wide x 17"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE SEARS ROEBUCK CAST IRON STOVE187

Primitive wooden crate features iron corners and is stenciled to
advertise "The Chicago Bakery Bread, Minneapolis." Box bears a
last patent date of March 15, 1904 and measures 19" tall x 30" long
x 21" wide. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHICAGO BAKERY BREAD CRATE188
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Antique cast iron coffee grinder is embossed No. 3 and has a
wooden handle. It measures 21" tall x 12" deep with a 19" diameter
wheel.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON COFFEE GRINDER189

Large assortment of vintage cotton thread, crochet yarn, and
darning cotton with brands including J & P Coats, Gem and Clark's.
Includes approximately 20 full or partial skeins.

ASSORTED VINTAGE COTTON THREAD190

General store spool cabinet features a lift-up top writing surface
with cast iron inkwell, six drawers labeled "Clark's Mile-End Spool
Cotton, Black, White" and is stenciled on the back. Oak cabinet
measures 18" tall x 33" wide x 25" deep. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE CLARK'S SPOOL CABINET191

Antique quarter sawn oak file cabinet features six dove-tailed
drawers, original hardware, and caster feet. It measures 41" tall x
11-1/2" wide x 21-1/2" deep. Appears to be in good to fair overall
condition.

ANTIQUE OAK FILING CABINET192

Vintage wooden duck decoy is rustically carved and appears to be
unmarked. It measures 14" long.

VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY193

Vintage carved duck decoy features glass eyes and is incised
"Victor" on the bottom. It measures 16" long.

VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY194

Vintage carved duck decoy features glass eyes. It measures 7" tall
x 12" long.

VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY195

Vintage wooden duck decoy is hollow, but filled with rocks. It
measures 16" long.

VINTAGE MALLARD DUCK DECOY196

Vintage duck decoy features glass eyes. It measures 15" long.
VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY197

Vintage Mallard drake duck decoy is unmarked and measures
17-1/2" long.

VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY198

Vintage wooden duck decoy appears to be unsigned. It measures
14" long.

VINTAGE CARVED DUCK DECOY199

Circa 1990s Canadian goose decoy is signed "R.W. Schaap." It
measures approximately 18" long. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE HAND CARVED GOOSE DECOY200

Carved Canadian Goose decoy is mounted on a wood stand. It
measures 22" tall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

WOODEN GOOSE DECOY201

LOT #

Vintage oak table top sorter features different size slots and
shelves for letter, legal size, and more. It measures 31" tall x 42"
wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE PAPER SORTER202

Antique kerosene oil heater features a porcelain blue finish. It
measures 24" tall x 12" wide x 12" deep.

ANTIQUE KEROSENE OIL HEATER203

Antique Douglas fir mail sorter features four shelves with
beadboard style back. It measures 54" tall x 43" wide x 8" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAIL SORTER204

Skein winder stands 38" tall x 16" across.
PRIMITIVE WOOL WINDER205

Antique oak index filing cabinet features sixteen drawers and
paneled sides (no hardware). It measures 52" tall x 18" wide x 20"
deep.

ANTIQUE OAK MULTI-DRAWER FILE CABINET206

20th century reprint of Audubon's plate 367 depicting the
Band-Tailed Pigeon : Columba Fasciata. Lower left reads "Drawn
from nature by J.J. Audubon" and lower right is marked "Engraved,
printed, and colored by R. Havell, 1837." Mounted under glass in a
frame measuring 42" tall x 29" wide.

FRAMED "BAND-TAILED PIGEON" AUDUBON
LITHOGRAPH

207

Antique Globe-Wernicke quarter sawn oak three-stack barrister's
bookcase comes with two 10-1/4 sections with original label and a
third section with no label. It measures 49" tall x 34" wide x 12"
deep.

GLOBE-WERNICKE STACKING LAWYER'S BOOKCASE208

Art Nouveau wash set consists of pitcher and basin decorated with
a daffodil motif. The pitcher stands 16" tall and the bowl measures
18" across.

ANTIQUE DAFFODIL WASH PITCHER & BOWL SET209

Antique oak buffet features three serpentine drawers, lower
cabinet, claw feet, candle shelves, long upper shelf and beveled
oval mirror. It measures 76" tall x 44" wide x 21" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SIDEBOARD210

20th century reprint of Audubon's plate 210 depicting the Least
Bittern : Ardea Exilis. Lower left reads "Drawn from nature by J.J.
Audubon" and lower right is marked "Engraved, printed, and
colored by R. Havell, 1834." Mounted under glass in a frame
measuring 28" tall x 41-1/2" wide.

FRAMED "LEAST BITTERN" AUDUBON LITHOGRAPH211

Antique Globe-Wernicke quarter sawn oak three-stack barrister's
bookcase comes with two 10-1/4 sections with original label and a
third section with no label. It measures 49" tall x 34" wide x 12"
deep.

GLOBE-WERNICKE STACKING LAWYER'S BOOKCASE212
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Antique primitive blanket chest is made of cedar and features two
lower drawers and wood knobs. It measures 34" tall x 42" wide x
18" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN CEDAR MULE CHEST213

Antique cherry chest features five dove-tailed drawers, original
hardware and backsplash. It measures 43" tall x 40" wide x 17"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHERRY CHEST214

Blanket chest appears to be made of pine or cedar and features a
lift top with interior candle box and two lower drawers. It measures
39" tall x 42" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE MULE CHEST215

Antique cast iron platform scale measures 19" tall x 17" wide x 21"
deep.

ANTIQUE PLATFORM COUNTER SCALE216

Antique Toledo scale is a style 714AP with a cast iron body. It
measures 20" tall x 27" wide x 7" deep.

ANTIQUE TOLEDO GENERAL STORE SCALE217

Antique cast iron platform scale measures 17" tall x 22" wide x 21"
ANTIQUE FAIRBANKS PLATFORM COUNTER SCALE218

Antique cast iron balance scale measures 9-1/2" tall x 19" wide x 7"
deep and has a 5 kg capacity.

ANTIQUE BALANCE SCALE219

Antique primitive painted work bench features lower cabinet with
three doors and four shelves. It measures 36" tall x 60" wide x 30"
deep. Shows wear consistent with age and use within a work shop.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE WORK BENCH220

Antique carved wooden Canadian goose decoy appears to be
unsigned. It measures 28" tall x 19" wide x 9" deep.

ANTIQUE WOODEN GOOSE DECOY221

Antique watering can is painted red and embossed 12,5 TGL and
comes with a matching red hand spade. It measures 18" tall x 26"
wide x 9" deep.

ANTIQUE WATERING CAN & TROWEL222

Antique mixed woods file cabinet features 24 drawers with original
hardware and label holders. It measures 53" tall x 50" wide x 30"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MULTI-DRAWER FILE CABINET223

Antique primitive sewing table is made of oak and features turned
legs that fold in for storage. It measures 28" tall x 32" wide x 24"
deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN FOLDING SEWING TABLE224

Antique primitive step stool measures 28" tall.
RUSTIC ANTIQUE STEP LADDER225

LOT #

Very small early 19th century New England high chair is made from
pine and measures 30" tall x 16" wide x 16" deep. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

EARLY AMERICAN NEW ENGLAND HIGH CHAIR226

Antique pine plate rack mounts to the wall and features two
grooved shelves to hold fine china or decor. Display measures 37"
tall x 48" wide x 6" deep. Appears to be in very good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE PINE PLATE RACK227

Antique wooden blanket chest features fine dove-tail construction
and measures 21" tall x 51" long x 21" wide. Top is unfinished and
the lock is missing.

ANTIQUE IMMIGRANT'S TRUNK228

Antique wooden stool stands 24" tall. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD STOOL229

Circa 1870s farm table features a single drawer with a porcelain
knob and turned legs. It stands 29" tall x 38" wide x 27" deep.

PRIMITIVE PINE KITCHEN TABLE230

19th century kitchen work table is made of pine and features turned
legs. It measures 29" tall x 35" wide x 28" deep. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE KITCHEN TABLE231

Set of four antique oak captain's barrel back chairs feature turned
spindle backs and contoured seats. Manufactured circa 1870 by
Heywood-Wakefield. It measures 30" tall x 21" wide x 19" deep.

ANTIQUE HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD FIREHOUSE
WINDSOR CHAIRS

232

Antique walnut drop leaf dining table features turned legs and nice
patina. Table measures 30" tall x 40" wide x 24" deep (each leaf
adds 12" extending the table to approximately 48" long). The center
of the table also opens for extensions, but it currently has none.
Appears to be in good overall condition. Missing the leaves.

ANTIQUE WALNUT DROP LEAF DINING TABLE233

Antique kitchen chairs are made of mahogany and feature caned
seats (one has a needlepoint seat). Each measures 34" tall x 18"
wide x 18" deep.

SET OF FOUR ANTIQUE DINING CHAIRS234

Antique bird's eye maple chair with punched leather seat measures
36" tall. Vanity bench with caned seat stands 19" tall. Both appear
to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE BIRD'S EYE MAPLE CHAIR & VANITY SEAT235

Pair of antique dining chairs featuring a fan spindle back and cane
seats. Each measures 34" tall x 17" wide x 18" deep. Both appear
to be in nice overall condition.

TWO VICTORIAN WALNUT SIDE CHAIRS236
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Circa 1940s chairs were manufactured for the US government by
the Marietta Chair Co. They are stamped beneath the seat and
measure 33" tall x 17" wide x 17" deep. One chair is missing a back
slat, but otherwise they appear to be in good condition.

WWII ERA SET OF FOUR CHAIRS237

Victorian kitchen dining chairs are made of walnut with spoon
carvings and feature caned seats and backs. Each measures 34"
tall x 18" wide x 18" deep.

SET OF FOUR ANTIQUE DINING CHAIRS238

Contemporary channel back leather club chair swivels and rocks.
Fantastic warm espresso whiskey leather with custom embossed
design and nail head trim. Chair measures approximately 36" tall x
33" wide x 36" deep. Matching chair is in the following lot. Appears
to be in very good overall condition with natural wear to the leather.

LEATHER SWIVEL ROCKING CHAIR239

Contemporary channel back leather club chair swivels and rocks.
Fantastic warm espresso whiskey leather with custom embossed
design and nail head trim. Chair measures approximately 36" tall x
33" wide x 36" deep. Matching chair is in the previous lot. Appears
to be in very good overall condition with natural wear to the leather.

LEATHER SWIVEL ROCKING CHAIR240

Late 19th century luggage features leather strapping, iron corners,
and lined lift-out tray. It measures 13" tall x 36" wide x 22" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE TRAVEL TRUNK241

Chair is made of oak and features a pressed back and caned seat.
It converts to a stroller type push chair. Chair stands 40" tall x 18"
wide x 21" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE CONVERTIBLE HIGH CHAIR242

Oblong mirror has a 1" bevel and is in a beautiful oak frame with
carved crown. It measures 45" tall x 21" wide.

ANTIQUE OAK FRAMED WALL MIRROR243

Large lily or trumpet shaped vase shades from deep red to amber
and has a wide ruffled rim. Though unmarked, it is attributed to Mt.
Washington. Vase stands 15-1/4" tall. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

LARGE VICTORIAN AMBERINA LILY VASE244

Large lily or trumpet shaped vase shades from deep red to amber
and has a wide ruffled rim. Though unmarked, it is attributed to Mt.
Washington. Vase stands 15-1/4" tall. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

LARGE VICTORIAN AMBERINA LILY VASE245

Circa 1890 blue pitcher features an opalescent swirl pattern,
square lip, and applied blue handle. Though unmarked, it is
attributed to Hobbs Brockunier. Pitcher stands approximately 9"
tall.

VICTORIAN BLUE OPALESCENT "SWIRL" PITCHER246

LOT #

Circa 1890 blue pitcher features an opalescent windows
honeycomb pattern, square lip, and applied blue handle. Though
unmarked, it is attributed to Hobbs Brockunier. Pitcher stands
approximately 9" tall.

VICTORIAN BLUE OPALESCENT "WINDOWS" PITCHER247

Circa 1880s water pitcher is cranberry shading to Vaseline glass
with a dewdrop pattern, square top, and applied reeded handle. It
is unsigned but attributed to Hobbs Brockunier. Pitcher stands
approximately 8-1/2" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE RUBINA VERDE DEWDROP PITCHER248

19th century amberina art glass water carafe with tumbler features
a swirl pattern. Though unsigned, it is attributed to Baccarat. It
measures 7-1/2" tall overall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

BACCARAT AMBERINA TUMBLE-UP249

Three antique amberina art glass trumpet or lily vases. Vases
measure 12", 10" and 9" tall. All appear to be in nice overall
condition.

THREE VICTORIAN AMBERINA TRUMPET VASES250

Two elegant straight side vases in cobalt blue shading to amber
glass with a reverse thumbprint pattern. Neither is marked. The
larger vase stands 9" tall and the shorter is 6" tall. Both appear to
be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE BLUERINA POLKA DOT VASES251

Antique amberina art glass vase rests in a silverplate holder
marked "Aurora Warranted Triple Plate 1118." It measures 9" tall x
8" wide x 4" deep overall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN AMBERINA ART GLASS VASE WITH
HOLDER

252

Circa 1880s water pitcher is cranberry shading to Vaseline glass
with a reverse thumbprint pattern, tricorn top, and applied reeded
handle. It is unsigned but attributed to Hobbs Brockunier. Pitcher
stands approximately 9" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE RUBINA VERDE POLKA DOT PITCHER253

Two antique syrup pitchers with applied green handles and pewter
lids marked "Pat Mar 20, '83." Each measures approximately 7"
tall. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO VICTORIAN RUBINA VERDE SYRUP BOTTLES254

Beautiful cobalt blue shading to amber water pitcher with a clear
reeded handle comes with a matching tumbler. Though neither is
marked, both pieces were made circa 1874 by Boston & Sandwich
Glass Co. and feature an inverted baby thumbprint or polka dot
pattern. Lot also includes a bluerina cruet with a clear round
stopper and clear handle (color is likely flashed) and a
long-stemmed goblet or votive candle holder. The pitcher stands 7"
tall.

ANTIQUE BLUERINA GLASSWARE255
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Antique rubina verde cruets feature faceted stoppers and applied
green handles. Each measures approximately 7" tall. Both appear
to be in nice overall condition.

TWO VICTORIAN RUBINA VERDE CRUET BOTTLES256

Set consists of a serving bowl and eight individual berry bowls in
ruby shading to amber glass, all with a square shape and sawtooth
rim. Though the set is unmarked, it is attributed to Hobbs
Brockunier. The master berry bowl measures 2-3/4" tall x 9"
square.

VICTORIAN AMBERINA "DAISY & BUTTON" BERRY SET257

Primitive antique sampler from Lancaster, PA is dated 1884.
Classic example of the time with peacocks, birds, deer, florals, and
crowns. It is mounted in a maple frame measuring 17" tall x 9"
wide.

EARLY AMERICAN FRAMED NEEDLEPOINT SAMPLER258

Circa 1980s Grandmother's Garden quilt is sewn by hand with
1-1/4" hexies and hand quilted with a "puff quilt" effect. Quilt
measures approximately 77" x 70" and has a cotton batting. Quilt
appears to be in very good overall condition.

VINTAGE GRANDMOTHER'S GARDEN QUILT259

Vintage red and white Lone Star quilt is sewn by hand and hand
tied to the backing. Quilt measures approximately 72" x 72" and
has a cotton batting. Shows wear and soil in some areas and the
batting has shifted. Otherwise this quilt is in good overall condition.

VINTAGE LONE STAR QUILT260

Vintage purple and yellow butterfly moth quilt with thin batting is
hand quilted with colored embroidery thread and features many
feed sack fabrics from the 1940s as well as some novelty children's
prints. Quilt measures approximately 80" x 66". Minor discoloration
in the middle, but otherwise in good overall condition.

CIRCA 1950s BUTTERFLY MOTH QUILT261

Vintage Grandmother's Garden quilt is sewn and quilted by hand
with approximately 1-1/4" hexies. Quilt measures approximately 92"
x 75" and has a thin cotton batting. Color is worn and some fabrics
are worn away, but otherwise this quilt is in overall good condition.

CIRCA 1950s GRANDMOTHER'S GARDEN QUILT262

Vintage Double Wedding Ring quilt is sewn and quilted by hand
using feed sack fabrics, 1940s/50s dress fabrics, and some
Victorian era fabrics on a butter yellow ground. Quilt measures
approximately 84" x 69" and once had a thin cotton batt ing that
has shifted into the seams and hems. Color is slightly worn and the
batting has shifted, but otherwise this quilt is in good overall
condition.

CIRCA 1950s FEED SACK WEDDING RING QUILT263

Heavy vintage pinwheel quilt is hand tied and sewn with feed sack
era fabrics, some novelty. Quilt measures approximately 80" x 64".
Some discoloration and soil spots, but otherwise in good overall
condition.

CIRCA 1950s HAND TIED PIN WHEEL QUILT264

LOT #

Vintage Montgomery Ward & Co. "Fleecydown" 100% wool red
blanket with black stripe measures 88" tall x 72" wide. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE "FLEECYDOWN" WOOL BLANKET265

Creamy white wool blanket features red, yellow and black stripes
on both ends. It measures 90" tall x 72" wide. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE WOOL CABIN BLANKET266

Contemporary cherry side table and features a side cabinet and ten
drawers. It measures 28" tall x 24" wide x 18" wide. Appears to be
in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY NIGHT STAND267

Antique handled oak tray features brass corners. It measures 4-1/2"
tall x 29" wide x 17" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK TRAY268

Vintage maple and laminate top fold-up TV tray table measures 26"
tall x 24" wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in good condition, albeit a
little wobbly.

VINTAGE TV TABLE269

Antique bookcase is made of pine and features two shelves. It
measures 36" tall x 18" wide x 10" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE BOOKCASE270

Antique mahogany dining chairs feature Eastlake design, turned
legs and supports, and caned seats. Each measures 36" tall x 17"
wide x 17" deep. One appears to have repairs on the edge of the
seat.

PAIR OF VICTORIAN EASTLAKE DINING CHAIRS271

Rustic pine cabinet features a lower cupboard and original
hardware. It measures 24" tall x 23" wide x 19" deep. Appears to
be in nice overall condition.

CONTEMPORARY MEXICAN PINE CABINET272

Antique chair features a black painted finish, tole painted designs
and turned legs. It measures 46" tall x 12" wide x 15" deep.
Appears to be in nice overall condition.

TOLE PAINTED POKERWORK SPINNING CHAIR273

Primitive flat bed wheelbarrow features a cast iron wheel and
measures 22" tall x 51" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE FLATBED WHEELBARROW274

Round mirror features a gold frame with patriotic eagle at the top
and 13 ball accents symbolizing the original colonies. It measures
28" tall and 21" wide. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE FEDERAL STYLE RONDEL MIRROR275

Includes a ladder back side dining chair with woven seat measuring
34" tall x 18" wide x 15" deep and a spindle back sewing rocker
with cane seat measuring 34" tall x 17" wide x 27" deep. Both

TWO PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE CHAIRS276
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appear to be in nice overall condition.

20th century reprint of Audubon's plate 186 depicting the Pinnated
Grous : Tetrao Cupido. Lower left reads "Drawn from nature by J.J.
Audubon" and lower right is marked "Engraved, printed, and
colored by R. Havell, 1834." Matted and mounted in a frame
measuring 38" tall x 48" wide (no glass).

FRAMED "PINNATED GROUSE" AUDUBON
LITHOGRAPH

277

Rustic screen door features an old wood frame with turned accents,
some hardware, and remnants of original old green paint. It
measures 80" tall x 32" wide.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE WOOD SCREEN DOOR278

Antique iron plant stand features bow tie decoration and trestle
legs. Measures 32" tall x 30" wide x 9" deep. Appears to be in good
overall condition.

ANTIQUE IRON GARDEN STAND279

Eight pieces of vintage Oxford stoneware pottery in cobalt blue and
cream including two creamers, milk pitcher, juice pitcher with lid,
small & larger teapots, and salt & pepper shakers. Largest pitcher
stands 9" tall.

VINTAGE ROYAL BLUE OXFORD STONEWARE280

Nine pieces of vintage Oxford stoneware pottery in cobalt blue and
cream including a set of six nesting bowls ranging in size from
3-1/4" to 8" across (the largest is lidded), a 9" salad bowl, and two
additional smaller bowls.

VINTAGE ROYAL BLUE OXFORD STONEWARE BOWLS281

Ten pieces of primitive white enamelware with blue, black, and red
trim. Includes a percolating coffee pot, pitcher, basin, double boiler,
ladles, soap dish, saucer, and two refrigerator dishes (one with a
glass lid marked Beco Ware). The large bowl measures 12" across
and the coffee pot stands 8-1/2" tall.

PRIMITIVE WHITE ENAMELWARE282

Antique cast brass elevator indicator goes up to 8 floors and is
marked "D-15" on the back. It measures 13" tall x 7-1/2" wide.

CAST BRASS ELEVATOR FLOOR INDICATOR283

Twenty pieces of Metlox red Poppy Trail pottery ware including 13
mugs, two Provincial basket weave serving bowls (one is divided),
three individual bowls, handled gravy dish, and handled rectangular
divided vegetable serving dish measuring 8-3/4" long.

VINTAGE METLOX RED ROOSTER POPPY TRAIL
POTTERY

284

Beautiful pair of brass wall sconces feature iridized and acid etched
Steuben shades. Each measures approximately 12" tall x 5" wide x
9" deep. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

WALL SCONES WITH STEUBEN ACID ETCHED SHADES285

Assorted lamp parts including burners, wicks, harps, and more.
Most are manufactured by Aladdin. The harps measure
approximately 9" across.

ASSORTED ALADDIN LAMP PARTS286

LOT #

Assorted lamp and lantern wicks including eight boxed Aladdin
wicks, an Aladdin Lox-on mantle, Perfection stove wick, and more.

ASSORTED LAMP & LANTERN WICKS287

Antique Aladdin oil lamp is a model B with an alacite "Lincoln
Drape" base. It measures 14" tall. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE ALADDIN ALACITE KEROSENE OIL LAMP288

Aladdin oil lamp is "Nu Type" model B with green "Washington
Drape" base. It measures 12" tall and comes with a 12" Aladdin
etched chimney shade with a cardboard box.

ALADDIN "WASHINGTON DRAPE" KEROSENE OIL
TABLE LAMP

289

Vintage Aladdin oil lamp is a model 23 with amber "Lincoln Drape"
base dated 1981. It measures 12" tall and comes with a 12"
Aladdin etched chimney shade. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ALADDIN "LINCOLN DRAPE" KEROSENE OIL LAMP290

Aladdin oil lamp is "Nu Type" model B with green "Washington
Drape" base. It measures 18" tall overall and comes with a 10"
diameter milk glass shade

ALADDIN "WASHINGTON DRAPE" KEROSENE OIL
TABLE LAMP

291

Aladdin oil lamp is "Nu Type" model B with amber and green
"Cathedral" base. It measures 12" tall and comes with a 12"
Aladdin etched chimney. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ALADDIN "CATHEDRAL" KEROSENE OIL TABLE LAMP292

Aladdin oil lamp is "Nu Type" model B with clear "Washington
Drape" base. It measures 12" tall and comes with a 12" Aladdin
etched chimney.

ALADDIN "WASHINGTON DRAPE" KEROSENE OIL
TABLE LAMP

293

Three antique Aladdin kerosene oil lamp fonts including a Nu-Type
model B, model no. 11, and model no. 23.

THREE ANTIQUE ALADDIN OIL LAMP FONTS294

Two light shades made of amber glass in the "Moon and Star"
pattern. Each measures 7-1/2" tall x 10" across. Both appear to be
in nice overall condition.

TWO VINTAGE "MOON & STAR" AMBER GLASS
SHADES

295

Three antique Aladdin kerosene oil lamp bases including a model
no. 11, model 23 with glass font, and model no. 12. The larger two
stand 12" tall. All three appear to be in good overall condition.

THREE ANTIQUE ALADDIN OIL LAMP BASES296

Two antique Aladdin oil lamps with nickel plated bases including a
model no. 5 and a model 11. Both stand 12" tall and come with
glass chimneys. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO ANTIQUE ALADDIN KEROSENE OIL LAMPS297
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Three nickel plated Aladdin kerosene oil lamps including two No.
11s and a model no. 6. All three bases measure approximately 12"
tall and come with chimneys. Both appear to be in good overall
condition.

THREE ANTIQUE ALADDIN KEROSENE OIL LAMPS298

Three antique Aladdin kerosene oil lamps including a Nu-Type
model B and two model no. 12 fonts.

THREE ANTIQUE ALADDIN OIL LAMP FONTS299

Includes five antique clear glass kerosene oil lamp bases, one
brass tone base, three hurricane shades, and an additional burner.
One knob is marked "P&A Mfg. Co." and one burner is marked "No.
Victor."

ASSORTED KEROSENE LAMPS, SHADES & PARTS300

Larger measures 26" tall x 15" wide and the other measures 17" tall
x 8-1/2" wide. Bottom ring fitter sizes are 6-1/2" across.

ANTIQUE KEROSENE OIL LAMP HANGERS301

Includes a Queen Anne finger lamp with clear font, two lamps with
milk glass fonts and brass reflectors, and two miniature oil lamps.
The largest measures 12" to the top of the reflector.

ANTIQUE OIL LAMPS302

The chimneys are for use on Aladdin Mantle Lamps models 12A,
12B, 12C, 21C, and 23. All are in the original box. One is cracked
at the base but the other four appear to be in good condition.

FIVE ALADDIN LOX-ON CHIMNEYS303

Antique Coleman lamp is a no. 132A with original factory label and
comes with two packages of Coleman mantles. It measures 18"
tall. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE COLEMAN "SUNSHINE OF THE NIGHT" LAMP304

Includes a 12" barn lantern embossed "Sun Brand, made in Japan"
and a 20" kerosene oil table lamp with burner knob marked "P & A
Mfg. Co." Both appear to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE KEROSENE OIL LAMP & BARN LANTERN305

Vintage milk glass light shades, all with 10" fitters. Includes a swirl
shade measuring 7" tall x 11" wide, hobnail shade measuring 7" tall
x 11" wide, and a shade with a scalloped top measuring
approximately 6-1/2" tall x 10" wide.

THREE 10" MILK GLASS LAMP SHADES306

Vintage milk glass light shade measures approximately 7-1/2" tall x
12" wide with a 10" fitter. It comes in a mis-matched Aladdin
kerosene mantle lamp box for a no. 501-9R 10" crystal shade with
white top and clear bottom.

10" MILK GLASS LAMP SHADE WITH ALADDIN BOX307

Six oil lamps in a variety of shapes and styles, all with metal fonts
and clear glass chimneys. They range in height from 5-1/2" to
9-1/2" tall.

SIX ANTIQUE MINIATURE OIL LAMPS308

LOT #

Two flow blue portrait plates by Wedgwood. One plate features the
first President of the United States, George Washington and the
other depicts his wife, Martha Custis. Each plate measures 9-1/4"
across. Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

PAIR OF GEO & MARTHA WASHINGTON PORTRAIT
PLATES

309

Includes grinders, mashers, choppers, spoons, beaters, knives, ice
picks, and more.

ASSORTED PRIMITIVE KITCHEN TOOLS310

The largest measures approximately 32" long.
THREE ANTIQUE RUG BEATERS311

Includes ten assorted bent wire baskets and egg holders in
assorted styles. Largest piece measures 13" across.

PRIMITIVE WIRE EGG BASKETS & HOLDERS312

Assorted antique toy dolls including a circa 1980s 22" doll, two
1950s feed sack dolls (one is a string holder), and a vintage 1950s
topsy-turvy doll.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE TOY DOLLS313

Nine assorted handmade Black Americana dolls including soft
body, crocheted, and cardboard body. The tallest is a circa 1940s
feed sack & cardboard doll measuring 17" tall.

VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA TOASTER COVERS &
MORE

314

Assorted Black Americana including an 11" chef cookie jar,
mammy figures, and shakers. The cookie jar is cracked.

ASSORTED VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA315

Assorted Black Americana and including a 17" chalkware milk jug,
brushes, and figures.

ASSORTED BLACK AMERICANA316

Includes a 66" x 50" tablecloth and two napkin towels with Black
Americana theme.

VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA LINENS317

Includes an 11" x 14" sign advertising Butter - Eggs - KC Baking
Powder," a Bisquick sack, and a Piggly Wiggly cookbook.

VINTAGE ADVERTISING & COOKBOOK318

Includes three antique cast iron mammy figures and banks ranging
in height from 5" to 9" tall.

CAST IRON BLACK AMERICANA FIGURE & BANKS319

Vintage McCoy pottery Mammy cookie jar is embossed "Cookies"
in all white finish. It measures 11" tall. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VINTAGE McCOY MAMMY "COOKIES" JAR320

Two antique candlestick telephones including one measuring 11"
and a BMS Home Broadcaster with original box.

TWO ANTIQUE CANDLESTICK TELEPHONES321
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Vintage door handle is embossed "Local and Long Distance
Telephone" and is mounted to a board measuring 27" tall x 9" wide

LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE PHONE DOOR HANDLE322

Antique oak wall telephone has original "The B-R Electric & Tel.
Mfg. Co." plaque. It measures 25" tall x 10" wide x 12" deep.

THE B.R. ELECTRIC & TEL. MFG. OAK WALL PHONE323

Includes seven tin toy telephones with candlestick and rotary dial in
assorted colors. Three are marked "Speed Phone - The Gong Bell
Mfg. Co." Most measure approximately 4" tall x 8" wide x 6" deep.

VINTAGE TIN TOY TELEPHONES324

Includes two antique copper pots -- one 11" tall with lid and bail &
wood handle and the other 9-1/2" tall with bail handle.

TWO PRIMITIVE COPPER POTS325

Five pieces of antique copper including two kettles (one with
porcelain handle, the other with wood), creamer, open sugar, and a
Victorian "wafax" hot water bottle dome vessel. Tallest kettle
measures 12" long with spout.

GROUP OF PRIMITIVE COPPER326

Eight pieces of antique copper kitchen ware including pitcher,
colanders, cake mold, mug, pot and more. The largest cook pan
measures 19" long with handle.

GROUP OF PRIMITIVE ANTIQUE COPPER327

Twelve pieces of vintage copper kitchen ware including pots,
skillets, and more. Brands include Revere Ware and Bazar
Francais. The largest skillet measures approximately 17" long.

GROUP OF PRIMITIVE COPPER328

Six pieces of vintage copper including three stock pots with lids, a
Dutch oven with lid, a "Solid Copper" lidded pot, and more. Tallest
stock pot measures 8" tall x 10" wide with the handles.

PRIMITIVE COPPER POTS & MORE329

Large copper pot appears to be unmarked and comes with vented
lid. It measures approximately 17" across.

PRIMITIVE COPPER LIDDED POT330

Includes two tea pots, a coffee pot, a lidded sauce pan with
warmer, and a small Sternau coffee samovar with stand, lid and
warmer bearing a last patent date of Nov. 22, 1904 (11" tall).

PRIMITIVE COPPER KETTLES, POTS & WARMER331

Assorted vintage linens including a quilted baby blanket, white
pillow shams, tea towel, small yarn throw, and a 64" x 90" red,
white & blue star chenille.

ASSORTED VINTAGE LINENS332

Antique "crazy quilt" is foundation sewn to sack cloth and top
stitched with colored embroidery thread. Quilt consists mostly of
silks and satins and is backed with a metallic bark cloth fabric. Quilt
measures 82" long x 55" wide and comes with a small matching
pillow cover.

1940s ANTIQUE CRAZY QUILT333

LOT #

Includes a red transferware teapot with four matching cups &
saucers as well as a second set with two cups, saucers, and side
plates dated 1960.

VINTAGE TEA SET & TEA CUPS334

Five vintage mixing bowls including a nesting set of three amber
Hazel-Atlas bowls, a clear Hazel-Atlas bowl, and a small clear
bowl. Amber bowls range from 7" to 9-1/2" across.

ASSORTED VINTAGE GLASS MIXING BOWLS335

Includes a Jennifer set #13 pink child's size sundae set and a
Jennifer's miniatures set #8 green glass lemonade set. Each box
measures 3-1/2" tall x 11" wide x 8" deep.

TWO BOXED MOSSER GLASS JENNIFER MINIATURE
SETS

336

Two vintage tobacco spittoons including one made of brass marked
"Farberware" and the other with chrome finish. Both measure
approximately 9" tall.

TWO VINTAGE SPITTOONS337

Antique condiment set features a plated holder marked "Hartford
Silverplate Co." and comes with two cruet bottles, two shakers, and
a mustard jar. It measures 14" tall. Appears to be in nice overall
condition.

VICTORIAN CASTOR SET338

Includes two bisque porcelain piano babies and a novelty mug.
Babies measures 4" tall x 9" wide.

TWO VINTAGE PIANO BABIES & MUG339

Assorted vintage toys including clothing irons, chair, soft doll,
1930s cast iron rabbit, piggy doll, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE TOYS340

Eight pieces of vintage glassware including a blue opalescent
compote, blue opalescent pierced edge bowl, cranberry cruet,
cobalt blue jar, milk glass compote, hen-on-nest, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE GLASSWARE341

Six antique primitive kitchen items including a scale, measuring
cups, sifter, jigger, and more. The scale measures 8-1/2" tall.

PRIMITIVE KITCHEN WARES342

Includes Crescent, Shilling, and Crown Colony spice boxes; Aunt
Sue's dry cleaner; Folgers coffee; Murray's hair pomade; Cameo
cleanser; and more. Some have the original contents.

ASSORTED HOUSEHOLD ADVERTISING TINS &
CONTAINERS

343

Circa 1920s desk fan is an Emerson B Jr with an 8 inch oscillator
and cast iron base. It stands 12" tall overall.

ANTIQUE EMERSON B JR. INDUSTRIAL DESK FAN344

Antique industrial desk fan is a type 79648-SD1 with cast metal
base. It measures 21" tall x 18" across.

EMERSON ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL DESK FAN345
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Industrial wall mount fan is made by General Electric and features
a cast iron base. It measures 14" across.

ANTIQUE INDUSTRIAL GE WALL MOUNT FAN346

Includes four rustic wood step stools ranging in size from 6" tall to
12-1/2" tall.

PRIMITIVE WOODEN STEP STOOLS347

Vintage table-top weaving loom measures 12" tall x 15-1/2" wide x
15" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE PEACOCK LOOM348

Includes eight pewter candle holders in a variety of styles and sizes
with makers including "Web," "Towle Newburyport," and others.
Pieces range in size from 3" to 9" tall.

GROUP OF ANTIQUE PEWTER CANDLE HOLDERS349

Large assortment of antique pewter including spoons, serving
flatware, four pairs of salt & pepper shakers, and two individual
shakers. Longest serving spoon measures 10" long.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE PEWTER350

Includes five vintage teapots and tea kettles in a variety of styles
with makers including "Janes Dixon & Sons," "Jeka Tiel Holland -
Real Dutch Pewter," "Cornwall," and "Pewter by Rice." Tallest
measures 6" tall.

ASSORTED PEWTER TEA POTS351

Fourteen assorted vintage pewter tankards and mugs in a variety of
styles and sizes with marks including "Boro Green Hotel," "Kings
Quality Pewter by Trinac," and "Made in England." Largest
measures 5-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED PEWTER TANKARDS & MUGS352

Lidded tureen with pedestal base comes with matching charger and
ladle. Tureen and underplate are both marked "Old World Pewter."
Serving dish measures 16" handle to handle.

PEWTER SOUP TUREEN353

Six vintage pewter pitchers in a variety of styles and sizes with
makers including "Crescent," "International," "K.S.C.," and others.
Tallest pitcher measures 8-1/2" tall.

VINTAGE PEWTER PITCHERS354

Includes five vintage pewter pitchers in a variety of styles and sizes
with makers including "Cornwall." Tallest pitcher measures 9" tall.

ASSORTED PEWTER PITCHERS355

Five vintage pewter pitchers in a variety of sizes and styles with
marks including "Royal Solid Pewter M.M. Co." and "Concord
Pewter." Tallest measures 9" tall.

FIVE VINTAGE PEWTER PITCHERS356

Twenty four pieces of vintage pewter including tumblers, stemware,
sundae dishes, and more. Makers include "Gorham," "Raimond,"
"International," and others. Pieces range in size from 2" to 7" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PEWTER357

LOT #

Thirteen assorted pewter vases in a wide variety of styles and sizes
with makers including "Pewter by Wilcox," "Winthrop Pewter," and
"Alden Pewter" Vases range in height from 6" to 12" tall.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF PEWTER VASES358

Seven vintage pewter coffee, tea, or chocolate pots. The tallest
stands 12-1/2" tall. At least three of them have some measure of
damage.

VINTAGE PEWTER COFFEE POTS359

Approximately fifteen pieces of antique pewter serving ware
including platters, canister, bowls, footed dishes, gravy servers,
and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE PEWTER360

Assorted vintage pewter including chargers, trays, egg dish, bowl,
and more. Largest charger measures 14" across.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PEWTER361

Assorted vintage pewter including chargers, bowls, serving dishes,
covered sugar, and more. Largest charger measures 14" across.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PEWTER362

Includes 26 vintage pewter pitchers, creamers, a covered sugar
bowl, and more. Pieces range in height from 2" tall to 5" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PEWTER CREAMERS & MORE363

Twelve pieces of vintage pewter including pitchers, platters, bowl,
and more. Largest oval platter measures 16" wide.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PEWTER364

Assortment of primitives including milk cans, candlestick holders,
lamp with shade, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PRIMITIVES365

Includes a Pacific Stoneware Pottery 2 gallon crock and an
unmarked butter crock.

TWO ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE STONEWARE CROCKS366

Portland doctor's travel bag which contains many medical items
from the 1980s such as an otoscope, bandages, several sealed
containers of liquids, pharmaceuticals, pills and more. The bag
measures 9" tall x 17" long x 7" deep. Bag needs repair.

VINTAGE DOCTOR'S BAG WITH CONTENTS367

Two antique soup tureens including a blue onion and a white
ironstone with grape pattern. Each measures 13" across. Both
appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO ANTIQUE SOUP TUREENS368

Assorted antique glassware including two Fostoria American
serving bowls, two stemmed goblets, a sun purpled pedestal vase,
cruet, and small bowl.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE GLASSWARE369
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